Econ 425-1: Graduate Development Economics
Microeconomic Topics

Fall Quarter 2021

Instructor:  Seema Jayachandran
Email:        seema@northwestern.edu
Office hours:  Wednesday, 5:30 pm to 6:30 pm in KGH 3439

The class meeting time is Mondays and Wednesdays, 3:30 to 5:20 pm in KGH 3301.

Course Description and Requirements

This course is part of a three-part graduate sequence on development economics, focusing mainly on microeconomic topics. The second course will be taught by Prof. Chris Udry in winter quarter. The third course will be taught by Prof. Lori Beaman in spring quarter. To satisfy the field requirement, you must take all three development classes.

One of this course’s main objectives is to build skills in reading and writing applied microeconomics papers. Accordingly, I have put less emphasis on giving a thorough overview of the literature (though you should have a thorough knowledge if you intend to specialize in development economics) and more emphasis on teaching a few papers in detail. Also, the papers have been chosen in part because they are vehicles to teach empirical methods relevant to (mostly “reduced form”) empirical work such as the Rubin causal model, IV, regression discontinuity design, methods for calculating standard errors and bounds, and power calculations.

The course is aimed primarily at economics PhD students who have satisfied all requirements for the first year. Prior knowledge of economic theory and econometrics at this level is a prerequisite.

Your grade for the course will be determined as follows:

- **25%: Research proposals.** This consists of 2 assignment aimed at developing research ideas on development economics topics that would be suitable. You should state the research question, briefly motivate its importance, how you propose to answer it. Explain how your project would advance what is known from previous research, and propose how you would answer it (empirical strategy + what data sources you would need). For the first proposal, the “how you would answer it” part can be how you would answer it in principle. For the second proposal, you should aim for something feasible, where you have a worked-out empirical strategy and data source. The proposal should be about 2 pages long (no more than 2.5 pages long). Use at least 11 point font. The due dates are October 11 and November 15. Thursday, November 5.

- **15%: Referee Report.** You are asked to write a referee report, due October 27 on Brown and Andrabi (2021).

  The referee report should be 3 pages long (longer is not better, but you’re unlikely to be able to be thorough enough in less than 1.5 pages), with a one-paragraph summary of the paper,
a discussion of its importance/contribution, and a numbered list with your main comments, and then a numbered list of minor comments if you’d like to add them. Again, this should go without saying, but you must use 11 point font or larger. There is a helpful Journal of Economic Perspectives article by Berk et al., published in 2017, with advice on writing referee reports.

- **25%: In-class Presentation & Comments on Presented Papers.** The exact format of this component of the class will depend on class size. Tentatively, students will pair up to give a 20-25 minute presentation on one paper and lead a class discussion. All other students are required to read these papers in advance and prepare and email me in advance of the class a short answer to each of the following questions:
  - What is biggest strength of the paper?
  - What is the biggest weakness of the paper?
  - What is a future direction of research that seems fruitful based on where this paper leaves things?

Note that I will not provide written feedback on these submitted answers, though completing them and putting effort into them will be a part of your course grade. The main purpose is to get you to think about the paper so that the discussion is more fruitful. In class, I will randomly choose one student to give his or her comments in class. The presentation will be 25 minutes, followed by 15 minutes of discussion. You should present one of the papers on the syllabus marked with a dagger. The papers discussed in student presentations are required reading for all students. Please prepare your list of top 5 choices by October 6. Students will choose in randomized order (hence the need for choices beyond a top choice.)

- **10%: Class Participation.** The class will be more engaging for all if you do the required readings in advance and contribute to class discussion. As such, class participation is a component of your course grade. I will sometimes cold call on students with the assumption that you have done the readings.

- **25%: Final Exam.** There will be a final examination in class on November 24, the last day of class.

**Other Policies**

**Class info disseminated by email:** I will not be using the Canvas site for this class. I will email you with announcements, updated copies of the syllabus, slides before each class, etc.

**Development seminar:** For Northwestern students, I strongly encourage you to attend the Wednesday development lunch and Thursday seminar (on the weeks it is held). Students in their second year and above who specialize in development, i.e., who plan to have development faculty as advisors, are expected to attend these regularly.

**Students with disabilities:** Northwestern University is committed to providing the most accessible learning environment as possible for students with disabilities. Should you anticipate or experience disability-related barriers in the academic setting, please contact AccessibleNU to move forward with the university’s established accommodation process (e: accessiblenu@northwestern.edu;
p: 847-467-5530). If you already have established accommodations with AccessibleNU, please let me know as soon as possible, preferably within the first two weeks of the term, so we can work together to implement your disability accommodations. Disability information, including academic accommodations, is confidential under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act.

**Support for wellness and mental health:** Northwestern University is committed to supporting the wellness of our students. Student Affairs has multiple resources to support student wellness and mental health. If you are feeling distressed or overwhelmed, please reach out for help. Students can access confidential resources through the Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS), Religious and Spiritual Life (RSL) and the Center for Awareness, Response and Education (CARE). Additional information on all of the resources mentioned above can be found here:

- [www.northwestern.edu/counseling/](http://www.northwestern.edu/counseling/)
- [www.northwestern.edu/religious-life/](http://www.northwestern.edu/religious-life/)
- [www.northwestern.edu/care/](http://www.northwestern.edu/care/)

**Reading List**

No textbook is required, but I recommend *Angrist and Pischke (2008), Mostly Harmless Econometrics,* to any student planning to write an applied micro thesis. It provides the best short treatment of many of the empirical methods discussed in the course.

The reading list comprises mainly published papers and working papers. Readings marked with 2 stars (★★) are required. Readings without a mark will be taught in lecture, but in less detail. Readings marked with a dagger (†) are potential papers for your in-class presentations. Most of the readings can be found through the library’s e-resources (e.g., JSTOR). Links to many of them can be found at [www.seemajayachandran.com/econ425.html](http://www.seemajayachandran.com/econ425.html).

**Schedule**

**Wed Sep 22**  **Introduction and Rubin Causal Model**

Banerjee and Duflo (2007) ★★

**Monday Sept 27**  **Rubin Causal Model (continued)**  *[Instrumental variables]*

Angrist et al. (1996) ★★

Angrist and Pischke (2008, Chapter 2)

**Wed Sept 29**  **Effect of income on health**

Haushofer and Shapiro (2016) ★★

Banerjee and Duflo (2009) ★★

Angrist and Pischke (2008, Chapter 4)

Cunha (2014)

Egger et al. (2019) †
Mon Oct 4  Preventative health care + quality of social services
   Cohen and Dupas (2010) ⋆⋆
   Chaudhury et al. (2006) ⋆⋆
   Dupas (2014)
   Kremer (2002)
   Muralidharan and Sundararaman (2011)

Wed Oct 6  Effect of education on income  [Difference-in-differences]
   Duflo (2001) ⋆⋆
   Angrist and Pischke (2008, Chapter 5)
   Jensen (2010)

Mon Oct 11  School quality and peer effects  [Regression discontinuity]
   Duflo et al. (2011a) ⋆⋆
   Imbens and Lemieux (2008)
   Muralidharan and Sundararaman (2011)
   Angrist and Pischke (2008, Chapter 6)
   Muralidharan and Sundararaman (2015) †
   Dizon-Ross (2019) †

Wed Oct 13  Effect of health on education  [Clustered standard errors]
   Bertrand et al. (2004)
   Kremer and Miguel (2007)
   Angrist and Pischke (2008, Chapter 8)
   Jayachandran and Lleras-Muney (2009)
   Graff Zivin et al. (2009)
   Bleakley (2010) †

Mon Oct 18  Catch-up (+ RCTs) + Student presentation #1
   Olken (2020) [link]
   Deaton (2009)
   Imbens (2010)
Wed Oct 20  Behavioral economics + Student presentation #2
  Kremer et al. (2019)
  Hanna et al. (2014)
  Duflo et al. (2011b)
  Mani et al. (2013)
  Lowe (2021) †
  Aggarwal et al. (2020) †

Mon Oct 25  Gender inequality
  Jayachandran (2015) **
  Jayachandran and Kuziemko (2011)
  Ebenstein (2010)
  Deaton (1989)

Wed Oct 27  Property rights + Student presentation #3
  Banerjee et al. (2002)
  Field (2007)

Mon Nov 1  Firms + Student presentation #4
  Bloom et al. (2013)
  Atkin et al. (2017) †
  Kremer (1993) †

Wed Nov 3  Electoral politics + Student presentation #5
  Ferraz and Finan (2008)
  Fujiwara (2015)
  Ferraz and Finan (2011)
  Chattopadhyay and Duflo (2004)

Mon Nov 8  Infrastructure
  Donaldson (2018) **
  Jensen (2007)
  Harari (2020)
  Dinkelman (2011)
  Duflo and Pande (2007) †
  Asher and Novosad (2020) †
Wed Nov 10  Corruption + Student presentation #6
  Olken (2007) ★★
  Olken and Barron (2009)
  Banerjee (1997)
  Fisman (2001)
  Mauro (1995)
  Shleifer and Vishny (1993)

Mon Nov 15  Taxation + Student presentation #7
  Jensen (2019)

Wed Nov 17  Environment + Student presentation #8
  Jayachandran (2021)

Monday Nov 22  Environment
  Oliva (2015) ★★
  Jayachandran et al. (2017)
  Chen et al. (2013)
  Dell et al. (2012)
  Lipscomb and Mobarak (2016) †
  Blakeslee et al. (2020) †
  Ryan and Sudarshan (2020) †

Wed Nov 24  In-class final exam

Presentation Schedule and Readings
  • Oct 18: Egger et al. (2019) by Christopher Sims & Sebastian Sardon
  • Oct 20: Dizon-Ross (2019) by Ludovica Mosillo & Matteo Ruzzante
  • Oct 27: Bleakley (2010) by Andrei Iakovlev & Kenneth Fu
  • Nov 1: Lowe (2021) by Giovanni Pisauro & Elena Stella
  • Nov 3: Kremer (1993) by Vagesha Bainwala & Elizabeth Jaramillo
  • Nov 10: Atkin et al. (2017) by Sanjana Ghosh & Xizhao Wang
  • Nov 15: Asher and Novosad (2020) by Valerio Di Tommaso & Federico Crippa
  • Nov 17: Lipscomb and Mobarak (2016) by Sebastian Poblete Coddou & Bruno Fava
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